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THE LEARNING SCOPE

Differentiating between what needs to be done
and what can be done helps in prioritizing
between the top 20 percent items and the less
important remaining 80 percent.1
On a Monday, Suzanne had scheduled seven
home care visits: six revisits and one new
admission. She needed to finish her workday
on time to keep a dentist appointment. Her
supervisor requested that she stop by the office
in the afternoon to review some of her charts.
Suzanne’s goals for Monday are to: a) end her
workday on time; b) provide focused patient
care; and c) complete her documentation for
each visit during or immediately after the visit.
To attain these goals, Suzanne: a) reschedules her meeting with her supervisor to the
end of the next day; b) schedules the initial
visit, which is time consuming, for the first
visit of the day when she is most energized; c)
arranges her visits based on patient acuity
level; and d) documents as she is collecting
data and then asks the patient/caregiver for a
quiet place to sit toward the end of the visit to
complete documentation.
• Step 4: Prioritize for better time management
Begin the task of prioritizing your activities
for goal attainment by using a priority matrix.
The priority matrix involves assigning one’s
activities into four categories. The priority time
management matrix (Table 1) lists many of
the daily activities involved in the day of the
home health nurse and assigns each activity to
one of the four quadrants.
Tasks that need to be prioritized are placed
in four categories:
1. Important and urgent

2. Important but not urgent
3. Not important but urgent
4. Not important and not urgent
The goal is to shift high-priority activities to
the second quadrant, to which your important
but not urgent activities are assigned. This shift
is accomplished through anticipatory planning
with a focus on minimizing emergencies, controlling time bandits and establishing realistic
deadlines.
Compare your priority time management
matrix to Table 1. What steps must you take to
move your most important activities to quadrants 1 and 2? What can you do to control the
number of activities that are classified as
urgent?
Time wasters fall into the fourth quadrant
labeled not important and not urgent. Identify
time wasters by asking yourself what would
happen if this were not done and strive to eliminate or control the time wasters.1
On a daily basis prioritize your work by creating a “to-do” list. Identify and plan which
activities need to be accomplished in order of
importance. Patient-centered activities are the
priority.
Once you have identified and prioritized
your tasks each day, write down those that
need to be addressed immediately and placed
high on the priority list, and those that can be
addressed later in the workday or workweek.
This to-do or plan sheet serves the purpose of
recording and organizing the present and
future plans for the workday.
Once the activities for each workday are
identified and prioritized, organize them on

Table 1: Priority Time Management Matrix1
URGENT

IMPORTANT

One
• Patient/personal emergencies (i.e.,
crises, unanticipated problems, emergency admissions)
• Impending deadlines
(i.e., physician orders, reassessments)

NOT IMPORTANT

Two
• Scheduled visits
• Relationship building
• Team meetings
• Restocking supplies
• Completing reports
• Planning (i.e., organizing, prioritizing)

Three
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NOT URGENT

Four

• Most interruptions

• Unplanned telephone calls or e-mails

• Some telephone calls, mail or meetings

• No deadlines or time limits for tasks
• Doing the work of others
• Failure to properly delegate
• Not saying no
• Excessive socializing (i.e., time wasters)
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your calendar or schedule in blocks of time.
Anything that takes longer than 10-15 minutes
should be recorded on your schedule in a
block of time for your day.
• Step 5: Battling the major time bandits
Reviewing your workday, identify time
wasters and grapple with the worst offenders.
The following are common time bandits and
strategies for overcoming them:
Procrastination — Procrastination is a great
thief of time. It signals internal conflict and
indecision and results in the avoidance of difficult tasks. Procrastination involves performing
low-priority activities in place of high-priority
activities. Confront your procrastination by
identifying what is holding you back and what
is the price for delay. To handle procrastination,
consider responding in the following ways:
• Identify your high-energy periods during
the workday and schedule your most difficult
visits during these periods.
• Set priorities for each visit and focus on
one problem at a time. Visualize the end result
of each visit and what you wish to accomplish
during the visit time. Inform your patients and
caregivers about the purpose of your visits to
elicit cooperation.2
• Define your own deadlines to develop a
time frame in which to plan and fit the task
into your own schedule. (For example, schedule an extra patient visit to make sure you have
enough work for the day.) Create deadlines. As
stated by Alec Mackenzie, author of The Time
Trap: Managing Your Way Out: “Self-imposed
deadlines are one of the most effective techniques of insuring productive effort by monitoring progress.”3
Poor planning or unrealistic planning — To
manage your time is to control your time
rather than having time control you. To control
time, you must plan. Planning takes time and
must be scheduled into each day. Use 10-15
minutes of planning time either at the beginning or end of your day to do the following:
• Assign time each day to review how you
are planning to use your time.
• List your activities for the day on your
schedule and review your time frames to determine if the time assigned to each activity is
realistic.
• Plan time during the day (lunch or coffee
break) to regroup, using your list of activities
to center yourself.
• Analyze your use of time by asking yourself
regularly during the day, “Am I using my time
effectively right now?” “Are my objectives clear?”4
Perfectionism — Perfectionism can be paralyzing and is a common trait among home
heath nurses. Avoid perfectionism by developing reasonable standards of practice. Strive for
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